A three-cornered struggle is go-
ing on for the mastery of the world. The imperialist bloc around the United States has the most dominant
position in the world, and the forces for World Revolution are arrayed against each other. Consequently, the Revolutionary forces do not seem to be in the forefront, but potentially this is the most pow-
erful movement of all time. In the
critical moment when Revolution threatens the whole capitalist sys-
tem the other two forces, Stalinism and American Imperialism, will unite as one.

The weapons used in the present struggle are as diverse as the partic-
ipation of the world. The new weapons of destruction and the newer oil and food as its major weapons against Revolution and against Stalinist reformism.

A billion and a half dollar loan was authorized in April for the out-
break of the French Revolution in order to turn the “Communists.”

A promise to Poland to bor-
row from the United States “supposes excessive Russian influence in Polish political affairs.”

A loan to Russia itself is being withheld for a number of reasons. The United States makes a number of concessions.

Therefore, it is clear that a new major weapon is necessary in this struggle against the Stalinist re-
molders.

Inflation is Tearing Holes in Our Pockets

The Chicago Daily News of July 4, an article featured on the front page, has caused many a head to be wider than usual. Quoting the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, this bank of capitalist journalism informs the readers that the cost of living, in the last five years, has soared more than 26%.

The rise in the cost of living means that workers have to spend more for the same goods. In inflationary times, a worker who earns a dollar an hour may have to spend a dollar and a quarter to buy the same goods he could buy with a dollar in a deflationary period.

The cost of living has increased because the wages paid to workers have not kept pace with the rise in prices. The result is that workers are getting less purchasing power.

It should be noted that the newspaper does not mention the fact that the prices charged by retailers have also increased. This is because the newspaper is interested in presenting an ideologically acceptable picture of the situation.

The increase in the cost of living is a major problem for workers. It means that they have to work longer hours and earn less money in order to buy the same goods they could buy in a period of deflation.

The situation is particularly critical for workers who have children. The cost of raising a family has increased significantly, making it difficult for them to provide for their children.

The government has not taken any significant steps to address the problem of inflation. Instead, it has relied on monetary policies that have been proven to be ineffective.

In conclusion, the workers must organize and take action to fight inflation. They must demand higher wages and better working conditions in order to be able to afford the goods and services they need.
WALTER'S OF THE WORLD

On June 8 a demonstration was held in Alexandria, Egypt to protest the delay in evacuating British troops from the country. This demonstration was held on the day of London's "Victory Day." The demonstration demanded the protection of the中国人民的 right to live and work in the country. It is estimated that 2,000 people were present at the demonstration, with no one reported injured.

In Hungary inflation has reached such a stage that the Hungarian pengo has depreciated five times to 20 cents a day. Therefore a streetcar ticket costs 1,500,000 pengoes and newspapers sell for 2 billion pengoes.

The daily newspapers and radio tell us that where the U.S. Army goes they bring the people security that they never knew before. Yet in Tokyo the Welfare Ministry revealed that 8,000,000 persons were destitute throughout Japan and 2,000,000 of them were unable to support themselves to any degree.

Socialist leader Leon Blum of France has stated that if France is to make the fullest use of the American loan the government must make certain that the loan comes in full support of capital and the crushing of any action of the workers.

Cuba has felt the tremendous rise in the cost of living. Ration that costs only 20 cents a pound before the war, now sells for 1 dollar a pound. Chickens that have gone from 20 cents to 10 cents per pound... milk that was 25 cents in 1940 costs 1 dollar today. Cuba has felt the fear and poverty of the depression and many of its citizens have been thrown out of work.

From Manila comes the report that hundreds of armed men took over the town of Balintawak and said they would use violence to prevent the government from taking over the town.

The French Communist Party has had as one of its key plans in the French elections the protection of Private Property. Private property, the party states, is the foundation of society. The party is against any attempts at expropriation by the state or by any workers' organizations.

It seems that the Japanese government is having its troubles in restraining the Japanese workers from taking over factories and operating them for the benefit of the Japanese people. The government has announced that if workers persisted in taking over and operating plants the government would take over and operate them.

The labor leaders have said that the class struggle is an ongoing process and that the working class will never tire of fighting for its rights.

It seems that the Japanese government is having its troubles in restraining the Japanese workers from taking over factories and operating them for the benefit of the Japanese people. The government has announced that if workers persisted in taking over and operating plants the government would take over and operate them.

The labor leaders have said that the class struggle is an ongoing process and that the working class will never tire of fighting for its rights.
U.S. ATOM PROPOSAL: A STEP TO WAR

Programmatic Highlights

1. WORKERS REVOLUTION IN U.S. AND ALL OTHER CAPITALIST COUNTRIES to destroy private ownership of the means of production.

2. FOR A WORKERS COUNCIL GOVERNMENT in the U.S. and all other countries. To be elected, based on armed workers power.

3. DEFEND THE SOVIET UNION by re-establishing a Marxian Party, Soviet Trade Unions and Armed Workers Militia to accomplish the Political Revolution against the Stalinist bureaucracy and extend the October Revolution throughout the world.


5. RIGHT OF SELF-DETERMINATION FOR ALL STRUGGLING LETTER WORKERS: Independent, internationalist, working class parties and workers associations for full and complete independence for the Philippines, Porto Rico, Hawaii and all islands and areas dominated by American imperialism.


7. LABOR PARTY — Against a Labor Party or P.C. or other varieties of Popular Frontism, which is but a political machine for the labor leaders. Murray, Hillman, Lewis, Green, Reuther, to mobilize all workers to support the capitalist government, as in England.

8. FASCISM — Oppose all efforts of capitalist political groups and movements to exploit the workers. End the dictatorship of finance capital by use of deSmall capitalist, the unemployed, and mailed veterans.


10. FOR THE RIGHT TO STRIKE, including slow-downs, strikes, lockouts and workers control of all means of production. Against government strikes against the non-strike or Company Security policy. Spread the right to make workers' own peace treaties.

11. FLYING AND DELAWARE: To end under rank and file control.

12. 20 HOUR WEEK — 5 DAY HOUR with a sliding scale of wages to meet the rising cost of living.

13. UNEMPLOYED — Trade Union wages for the unemployed. Organize the unemployed in Trade Unions.

WHO WON THE WAR?

Who really runs this country and who gained by five years of Imperialist War?

The answer to this question is found in the report of a group of former workers who worked for the Bullock War Plants Corporation. Five great banking groups really ran the show and nothing mattered to them but profit. They are the Morgan, Rockefeller, du Pont, and the Cleveland group interests. The factories owned by these capital groups plus the others they hold on government-owned war plants are equal in half to half of all manufacturing corporations in the United States. With the huge reserves that they have piled up from their war profits, these five banking groups each spend approximately $71,000 million of new manufacturing corporations, which represent 94% of the total number in the United States.

What matters to them, these former war profiteers, is invention, and scientific research, uncontrolled with government supervision. As a result, all outstanding workers classes, were carried on in these big corporation laboratories. They now have the patents and can use these to make millions of dollars.

What about the working class, what did they gain by the war? One letter to the editor of the Los Angeles Register of Sunday, January 25, 1923 from a veteran of the war expressed the sentiment of all the workers in the American Army when they came into contact with the internal workings of American economy can only mean a "lowered standard of living" which is being lost by them.

A small group of capitalist interests run this country, protect their capital and expand their profits. The war was imposed upon the working class to fight for them. The answer to this problem is obvious — the majority, we workers ourselves, must take over and run the government. Elect and expand our party, the Social Democratic Federation, to make sure that our elected party committees and councils, kick out the capitalist government and all its instruments of power, and establish a Workers Government, and work true democracy of the majority.
Banking

**Goit's Bills Aimed at New Voters**
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suicide rate in the agricultural regions of the world. 700,000 persons die each year in this way, and the majority of these are women. 

The agricultural regions account for the greater part of the suicide rate, 16,000 deaths annually, which is a twofold increase from the year 1930. 

The suicide rate in the agricultural regions is higher than in any other region of the world, with the exception of the United States. The rate is highest in the southern United States, where the rate is 20 per 100,000 population, as compared with 5.5 per 100,000 in the northern United States. 

The suicide rate in the agricultural regions is higher in the rural areas than in the urban areas. The rate is highest in the rural areas, with the rate being 30 per 100,000 population, as compared with 5.5 per 100,000 in the urban areas. 

The suicide rate in the agricultural regions is higher in the young age groups. The rate is highest in the age group 15-24 years, with the rate being 40 per 100,000 population, as compared with 5.5 per 100,000 in the age group 25-34 years. 

The suicide rate in the agricultural regions is higher in the winter months. The rate is highest in the winter months, with the rate being 30 per 100,000 population, as compared with 5.5 per 100,000 in the summer months. 

The suicide rate in the agricultural regions is higher in the families with no children. The rate is highest in the families with no children, with the rate being 40 per 100,000 population, as compared with 5.5 per 100,000 in the families with children.

### What's New

- **Agricultural Region Suicide Rate**
  - 20,000 deaths annually in the southern United States (20 per 100,000 population)
  - 5.5 per 100,000 in the northern United States

- **Age Group**
  - Highest in the age group 15-24 years (40 per 100,000 population)

- **Season**
  - Highest in the winter months (30 per 100,000 population)

- **Family Composition**
  - Highest in families with no children (40 per 100,000 population)